A massive hybrid array consists of multiple analog subarrays, with each subarray having its digital processing chain. It offers the potential advantage of balancing cost and performance for massive arrays and therefore serves as an attractive solution for future millimeter wave (mm-wave) cellular communications. On one hand, using beamforming analog subarrays such as phased arrays, the hybrid configuration can effectively collect or distribute signal energy in sparse mm-wave channels. On the other hand, multiple digital chains in the configuration provide multiplexing capability and more beamforming flexibility to the system. In this article, we discuss several important issues and the state-of-the-art development for mm-wave hybrid arrays, such as channel modeling, capacity characterization, applications of various smart antenna techniques for single user and multi-user communications, and practical hardware design. We investigate how the hybrid array architecture and special mm-wave channel property can be exploited to design sub-optimal but practical massive antenna array schemes. We also compare two main types of hybrid arrays, interleaved and localized arrays, and recommend that localized array is a better option in terms of overall performance and hardware feasibility.
INTRODUCTION
Owing to the large bandwidth available, millimeter wave (mm-wave) radio, particularly that operating in the frequency range of 28 to 90 GHz, has been considered as a very promising candidate for 5G cellular communications [1] . Compared to microwave systems, however, the propagation attenuation of mm-wave is much higher and the radiation power achievable is much lower. Hence it is necessary to use high-directivity antennas to ensure that sufficiently high signal power can be received for successful signal detection. Furthermore, to support mobile users and users at different locations, mm-wave radio needs to use steerable directional antennas or configurable antenna arrays. Thanks to the small wavelength of mmwave, it is feasible to accommodate a large number of antenna elements in a physically limited space.
Hence, for mm-wave cellular communications, massive antenna array is becoming a promising proposition.
Unfortunately, a full digital array, i.e., using a radio frequency (RF) front-end and digital baseband for each antenna, is very costly although it provides full capacity and flexibility [2] . Full digital mm-wave massive array is also impractical due to the tight space constraints, that is, the small separation of array elements leaves little room at the back of the array to accommodate all RF chains and for connecting them to the baseband processors. A hybrid array, which consists of multiple analog subarrays with each subarray having its own digital chain, turns out to be a more feasible solution [5, 13] . It can not only provide a significant saving on cost and complexity, but also achieve comparable performance in many applications due to the special mm-wave propagation features.
One important feature of mm-wave signal propagation is multipath sparsity in both temporal and spatial domains. Such sparsity is mainly caused by the following two propagation phenomena: 1) the energy of reflected mm-wave signal decreases very quickly and only multipaths with one or two reflections carry notable power; and 2) diffraction becomes less prominent due to a smaller radius of Fresnel zone.
Therefore only a few multipath signals arrive in some concentrated directions and the non-line-of-sight solutions. We will also investigate how to exploit the special features of the mm-wave hybrid array in signal processing to optimize beamforming algorithm design and reduce algorithm complexity.
MASSIVE HYBRID ARRAY ARCHITECTURES
Figure 1(a) shows the architecture of a hybrid array, where the whole array is divided into many subarrays. Each subarray is an analog array, consisting of antennas connected with analogue adjustable phase shifters in the RF chain. Each subarray is connected to a baseband processor via a digital-to-analog convertor (DAC) in the transmitter or an analog-to-digital convertor (ADC) in the receiver. Note that the signal at each antenna element of a subarray is weighted by a discrete phase shifting value from a quantized value set of which the size is typically represented through the number of quantization bits. For example, 3-bit quantization means 8 discrete values uniformly distributed over [-π, π] . The signals from all the subarrays are interconnected and can be processed centrally in the baseband processor, where spatial precoding/decoding and other baseband processing can be implemented. In the simplest case, the signals to DACs or from ADCs are weighted by complex values, which are known as digital beamforming. For convenience, we denote an array with M subarrays and N antenna elements in each subarray as an NxM array. Typically, N is larger than M such that high antenna gain can be achieved at lower cost. The distance between corresponding elements in adjacent subarrays is called subarray spacing.
Depending on the topology of subarrays, we can classify the hybrid array to two types of regular configurations: Interleaved and localized arrays, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) for a 16x4 uniform square array. In an interleaved array, antenna elements in each subarray scatter uniformly over the whole array; while in a localized array, they are adjacent to each other. These two types of arrays have different properties and suit different applications. A comparison of these two arrays is summarized in Table 1 , and detailed analysis is provided throughout the article.
The phase shifting values in the hybrid array can be chosen flexibly to optimize the performance.
Conventionally, an analog phased array uses integer multiples of a fixed value for its phase shifters, based on the signal direction. This is effective when signals concentrate in one direction. To fully exploit the potential of the hybrid array, however, it is proposed to allow phase shifting values to be chosen arbitrarily from the quantized value set. This implies that each subarray may form multiple simultaneous beams instead of the traditional single beam in the phased array applications.
EQUIVALENT CHANNEL
coupling correlation and subarray spatial correlation, and the LOS or near-LOS propagation leads to limited spatial selectivity and scattering.
MUTUAL COUPLING EFFECTS
The electromagnetic (EM) characteristics of antenna elements can be mutually influenced particularly when they are close to each other. Such effect is called mutual coupling, which introduces coupling correlation between neighbouring antenna elements. The effect of mutual coupling can be evaluated by multiplying a coupling matrix to the channel matrix [3, 4] . Therefore in general, it introduces more correlation into the channel matrix, and has a negative influence on many aspects of the array performance, such as the angle of arrival (AoA) resolution capability, array gain, and system capacity. A good overview on these impacts and the mitigation approaches is given in [3] . Surprisingly, mutual coupling is also reported to be advantageous in some cases [3] . For example, the presence of coupling can improve the convergence of adaptive array algorithms, and it may increase channel capacity in dense array systems by reducing the correlation.
So far, there is little published systematic work on characterizing the coupling effect in mm-wave massive array. Some preliminary results on the performance degradation caused by mutual coupling are presented in [4, 5] . However, overly simple mutual coupling models are used and the results may deviate largely from practical situations. Establishing practical coupling models for typical mm-wave arrays is very important for assessing the overall system performance and the effectiveness of mitigation techniques.
SUBARRAY SPATIAL CORRELATION
In addition to the coupling correlation, we use subarray spatial correlation to characterize the uniform linear arrays (ULAs). As a comparison, the spatial correlation for a full digital array is also plotted.
Both correlations are computed considering multiple signals arriving at a small range of angles. The signal AoA follows a truncated Gaussian distribution [6] with mean of 30 degree and variance of 5 degree. When using aligned beams, the localized array has the same spatial correlation with the full digital array, and localized array shows lower correlation. When the analog phase shifting values are randomly chosen, it is possible to achieve lower correlation, compared to the aligned beam case.
PROPAGATION CHANNEL
The channel measurement campaigns for mm-wave have mainly been focused on characterizing the pathloss of LOS propagation. Recently, some results have also been reported for NLOS propagation for lower mm-wave band such as the 38 GHz band in [1] . According to [1] , the mean of the root mean squared (RMS) delay spread is approximately 1 ns in the LOS case and 12 ns in the NLOS case. Given that the bandwidth of the sounding signal is 400MHz, such delay spreads correspond to 1 and 5 resolvable multipath taps, respectively. It is also observed in [1] that NLOS signals arrive at 2 major angles spaced at about 90 degree. These results confirm the validness of the channel sparsity assumption widely used in the mm-wave literature.
Typical mm-wave multipath channel models reflecting such channel sparsity include the temporal cluster multipath model used in, e.g., [7, 8, 9] and the spatial "double direction impulse response" model used in, e.g., [10] . These models are independent of the antenna array, and can be configured flexibly to represent propagation channels with a limited number of multipath signals.
SMART ANTENNA TECHNIQUES
A hybrid antenna array enables various smart-antenna techniques, such as pure beamforming (spatial discrimination and diversity), MIMO (spatial multiplexing) and spatial division multiple access (SDMA). As mentioned before, the mm-wave propagation channels are LOS or near-LOS, which is very different to conventional microwave channels for land mobile communications. This difference, together with the large number of antennas and the hybrid array architecture, motivates the adoption of many new signal processing and optimization techniques. For example, channels without rich scattering drives new design for MIMO, such as LOS-MIMO; SDMA becomes more preferable because it can exploit the channel independence between different users; It is also possible to apply rigid mathematical tools based on beamforming to design MIMO and SDMA systems, instead of relying on channel statistics.
Because of these new features and practical constraints such as the coarse quantization of phase shift, sub-optimal designing techniques are typically adopted, such as 1) Approximating and simplifying optimization functions [9, 10] ; 2) Separating transmit precoding and receive equalizer design [8, 9] ; and 3) Separating analog and digital beamforming design [7] . Next, we will review some smart antenna techniques, focusing on inspecting how these sub-optimal techniques are applied to simplify system design.
PURE BEAMFORMING AND AOA ESTIMATION
Here pure beamforming is referred to as the generation of single or multiple beams to achieve spatial discrimination and diversity, and mitigate MUI for a user of interest. It typically involves directly or indirectly estimating AoA of the incident signals and generating beamforming vectors based on the estimates.
AoA estimation in hybrid arrays is quite different from those well-studied ones in either a full analog or digital array. A full analog array generally uses beam scanning to search the AoA, while a full digital array can estimate it in one step using, e.g., spectrum analysis techniques. For a hybrid array, existing algorithms need to be adapted to the special architecture and to different subarray configurations. The AoA estimation algorithms for a hybrid array typically need to be implemented recursively between digital and analog parts. This is because low accuracy AoA estimate leads to low analog beamforming gain and SNR at the digital branches, which results inaccurate AoA estimation. Hence AoA estimation can only be improved recursively by updating analog beamforming weights with latest estimated AoA values [5] .
For estimating a single AoA value, one technique is to exploit the constant phase difference between corresponding elements in two neigbouring subarrays, as proposed in [10] , where a differential beam tracking (DBT) algorithm and a differential beam search (DBS) algorithm are proposed for interleaved and localized arrays, respectively. Exploiting phase difference not only removes the necessity of a known reference signal or signal synchronization, but also leads to a Doppler resilient solution. The need for two different algorithms is mainly due to the phase ambiguity problem in the localized configuration. DBS can remove the phase ambiguity, at the cost of increased complexity and reduced convergence speed. To avoid the searching process in DBS, a frequency-domain AoA algorithm is proposed in [5] , where the frequency dependent property of a wideband array and the mutual coupling effect are also considered and mitigated.
Extension of these algorithms to a near-LOS channel or a multiple beam scenario is yet to be investigated.
It is interesting to note that single localized and interleaved subarrays have different beam patterns but the hybrid arrays have the same pattern when the same digital beamforming vector is used, as demonstrated in Fig. 3 . The figure clearly shows the difference between the beam patterns of the two individual subarrays, and the similarity of the two array patterns. The larger grating lobe in the interleaved subarray is suppressed in the array pattern, and the localized subarray does not have grating lobe but has wider beamwidth, which is also reduced significantly in the hybrid array. The beam pattern suggests that interleaved arrays have narrower beamwidth and is more suitable for generating multi-beam for SDMA applications, while localized arrays can better support systems with relatively larger AoA.
SINGLE USER MIMO
Due to the multipath sparsity, the channel propagation matrix can be near-singular and conventional MIMO capacity will degrade significantly. One alternative approach is to use LOS-MIMO, which relies on careful placement of transmit and receive antennas.
The criterion of antenna placement in a hybrid array is different to that in a full digital array for LOS-MIMO. For a full digital array, the LoS MIMO capacity depends on the orientation of transmit and receive arrays, their distance R, the element spacing and the number of antenna elements, as presented in [12] . For an mm-wave system with carrier frequency 38 GHz, two parallel uniform linear arrays (ULAs) of 16 elements, and R=500 meters, the system capacity is maximized when the element spacing is about 0.5 meter (approximately 63 wavelengths). For a hybrid array, the data symbols are only modulated to digital chains and hence channel independence is only required between different subarrays to maximize the channel capacity. In this case, the beamwidth decreases and the spatial resolvability increases linearly with the increasing of antenna numbers in a subarray. The capacity accordingly becomes closely related to the subarray configurations. Capacity optimization for hybrid arrays remains as a challenging open problem, especially when considering the constraints on discrete phase shifting values.
In Fig. 4 , we show an example of the capacity for two parallel 8x4 and 4x4 ULA arrays. The capacity is computed without applying water-filling power optimization. Fig. 4(a) demonstrates how the capacity is affected by antenna element spacing. The capacity upper bound corresponds to the eigen-beamforming. It can only be approached but cannot be achieved by a hybrid array as analog subarrays can only choose discrete phase shifting values. The capacity curves for both interleaved and localized arrays are obtained when all-zero phase shifting values are used, which correspond to the AoA. We have several interesting observations from the figure: 1) The capacity upper bound, as well as the capacity of localized array, are convex functions of the element spacing. They reach the maximum at about 15.75 and 31.5 wavelengths for 8x4 and 4x4 arrays, which are ¼ and ½ of the element spacing (61 wavelengths) when the capacity of a full digital array is maximized; 2) For a practical array size, the hybrid array achieves capacity very close to the upper bound and the capacity of full digital arrays; and 3) Interleaved array achieves much lower capacity compared to localized array. Fig. 4(b) demonstrates how the capacity changes with a varying ratio between subarray spacing and element spacing for a given total array size. It can be seen that 1) capacity increases with increasing subarray spacing and the increase can be very significant compared to the uniform spacing case in Fig. 4(a) ; 2) The gap between the upper bound and the practically achievable one is largely reduced with increased subarray spacing. This is because the subarray correlation is largely reduced with well separated subarrays. Hence using different spacing for inter-and intra-subarrays can be an efficient way of increasing LOS-MIMO capacity, particularly when considering the practical maximal element spacing of a few wavelengths, which is required to maintain the phase shift tolerance in the combining networks. Many of the observations from Fig. 4 are yet to be analytically characterized and generalized.
Applications of the LOS-MIMO, however, may be limited due to the many constraints it requires, for example, fixed link range and the existence of a LoS path. Therefore, single user MIMO is a less attractive option in mm-wave cellular systems where mobile users need to be supported.
Maximization of the MIMO capacity for the hybrid array in a sparse but non-LOS channel is more complex and hence sub-optimal solutions are sought instead. For example, the two aforementioned sub-optimal design techniques, function approximation and transmitter-receiver separation, are used in [8, 9] , where the optimization metric, the system mutual information, is simplified by separating transmit and receive beamforming and exploiting the channel sparsity. The sparse-scattering structure of mm-wave channels is also exploited to formulate the transmit precoder as a simultaneous sparse approximation problem. This sparse precoding approach is then extended to the receiver-side processing based on hybrid minimum mean-square error (MMSE) combining.
SDMA
Together with user scheduling, SDMA may be realized simply through beamforming. That is, each subarray only communicates to one user, one user can be served by multiple subarrays, and different users are largely separated in directions and can be served by different subarrays. Such a scheme will be effective when the number of users is sufficiently large, although a qualitative analysis is not available yet. In other cases, this scheme becomes sub-optimal but can greatly simplify system design. Under this setup, precoding and equalization can be used to mitigate MUI, as investigated in [7] . In that work, considering MUI, the signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR) is used as a metric and the beamforming design is formulated as a SINR constrained power minimization problem. It is further simplified as a semidefinite programming problem by assuming a large K-factor Rician channels based on channel sparsity and dominating LOS propagation.
A more advanced and complex beamformer design has been investigated by considering more general cases where cross-subarray modulation is applied. That is, different users' signals are precoded and mapped to multiple subarrays, and each subarray will form multiple beams pointing at multiple users. These techniques largely exploit channel sparsity to simplify beamformer design. For example, the optimization metric, such as the capacity or mutual information of a hybrid array system, is generally a non-convex function under the constraints of analog phase shifters. To make the optimization problem tractable, approximation is applied to simplify the metric by exploiting large number of antennas, the channel sparsity and the high correlation of channel matrix.
Using the second-order channel statistics to simplify beamformer design is demonstrated in [10] , where joint spatial division and multiplexing (JSDM) is proposed for mm-wave hybrid arrays. The JSDM scheme first partitions users with similar covariance channel matrixes into the same group, and then determine the spatial division pre-beamformer and the multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) precoder for each group. The pre-beamformer is determined according to the covariance matrix and hence does not require real-time channel feedback. The MU-MIMO precoder is determined by using instantaneous channel values, which are not difficult to obtain thanks to the considerable array dimension reduction after the prebeamforming. In a hybrid array, the pre-beamforming may be implemented within the analog subarray, while MU-MIMO precoding is through digital weighting.
PHASE QUANTIZATION AND DELTA-SIGMA SPATIAL SAMPLING
In analog beamforming, typically 3 to 6 bits phase shifters, corresponding to 8 to 64 discrete phase shifting values, are required. Depending on the RF architecture as to be discussed later, it can be very expensive to implement such phase shifters in a massive array. Using 1 or 2-bit phase shifters directly can lead to reduced beamforming resolution capability and. cause increased pointing error and relatively high sidelobes, especially for smaller scanning angle.
Two classes of conventional techniques can be used to mitigate the coarse quantization impact mainly through using different phase shifter values in neighboring antenna elements. The first class of techniques can be termed as phase determination algorithms which compute the phase shifting values in a deterministic way. These techniques require no extra hardware, but their computational complexity is high as phase shifting values need to be optimized under multiple constraints instead of signal AoA only. For example, robust beamforming design under the phase quantization error is investigated in [7] , where a robust formulation based on the S-procedure is first established to characterize and combat phase uncertainty using SNR maximization, and an extended nonlinear formulation is then proposed to solve the beamforming vectors iteratively. The second class of techniques can be called as phase randomization algorithms which introduce (small) random phase shifting values to each array element. Such phase shifting values can be added to the quantized ones obtained from the AoA estimates. These techniques have lower computational complexity but require extra hardware for the random phase shifters. Introducing the random phase perturbation by, e.g., using transmission lines of different length can be an implementation challenge in line routing and phase value control in actual massive array manufacturing. For high speed mm-wave systems supporting mobile users, the phase randomization algorithms are more suitable as they have less computational time and the beam scanning can perform faster.
Recently, a Delta-Sigma phased array is proposed in [4] to overcome the coarse quantization problem. The technique extends the well-known time-domain Delta-Sigma ADCs to the spatial domain.
It applies sub-half-wavelength element spacing in uniform arrays, and steers beam pattern quantization error into the so-called invisible region of space, while leaving the intended pattern throughout the (visible) area of interest. Furthermore, it is found in [4] that the Delta-Sigma phased array can replicate the beam pattern of arbitrary amplitudes as well as arbitrary phases while in fact the amplitude is uniform for every element. This implies that it can completely eliminate the need for individual amplitude control. Hence the Delta-Sigma phased array allows for tradeoffs between complex phase shifter design and dense antenna implementations, which suits a massive array very well. However, extension of the Delta-Sigma phased array to a hybrid array is not straightforward, particularly for MIMO and SDMA applications, where multiple signals with different AoAs need special processing in the framework.
HARDWARE: RF AN D PHASE SHI FTER
Ideally, a high-gain pencil beam is generated by a true time delay at each element that compensates exactly for the free-space propagation delay. Developing a low-loss, linear delay line directly at mm-wave frequencies is very challenging. Some of the promising newer technologies for implementing broadband true time delay include switched-length transmission lines using RF micro-electro-mechanical (MEMS) switches and variable velocity transmission lines based on ferroelectric materials. However, many problems such as reliability and frequency-dependent loss need to be overcome. Recently, beamspace MIMO [15] is proposed for mm-wave hybrid arrays based on the use of a highresolution discrete lens array (DLA) for analog beamforming. The DLA exploits electronic lens to redirect and focus signals and is very different to conventional phase shifters as discussed above. It can provide nearly continuous phase shift. Both hardware design and signal processing based on DLA are interesting areas to be explored.
CONCLUSIONS
We have reviewed several important problems in mm-wave massive hybrid array, such as channel modeling, capacity, applications of various smart antenna techniques, and hardware implementation. We have demonstrated how sub-optimal designing techniques exploiting the array and channel properties can be efficiently applied. We have also shown that localized array is a better option in terms of overall performance and hardware feasibility. Mm-wave massive hybrid array can achieve great balance between performance and cost, and is very promising for next generation cellular communications. 
